
 PHYSICAL EDUCATION

IMPORTANCE OF FIRST AID FOR LIFE

1- Fill in the blanks with “T” or “F”

(  )  Injured part is washed with water

(  ) Edges of the wound  are wiped with an 
anticeptic and covered with a steril 
clothe after merging edges of the wound.

(   ) If a foreign body or strange matter penetrate to body, it is removed immediately and 
wound is cleaned. 

(   ) If there is bleeding, it is plugged and stopped with 
clothes with gas. 

 
2- Write 4 techniques of moving sick person
 

 

 

3- If the blood which goes to brain is decreased or stopped, ………………………is 
happened .  

 

 
 

 

 

5- Write first aid on wrench and 

 

 

6- Which is not one of the chemicals poisoning?

A) Bleaching liquid    B)
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IMPORTANCE OF FIRST AID FOR LIFE

Fill in the blanks with “T” or “F”  

Injured part is washed with water. 

Edges of the wound  are wiped with an 
anticeptic and covered with a steril 
clothe after merging edges of the wound. 

If a foreign body or strange matter penetrate to body, it is removed immediately and 

is plugged and stopped with 

Write 4 techniques of moving sick person. 

If the blood which goes to brain is decreased or stopped, ………………………is 

4- Write first aid on broken pieces.

Write first aid on wrench and crash. 

Which is not one of the chemicals poisoning? 

B) Fungal infection       C) Marsh gas D) Carbon monoxide
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IMPORTANCE OF FIRST AID FOR LIFE  

If a foreign body or strange matter penetrate to body, it is removed immediately and 

If the blood which goes to brain is decreased or stopped, ………………………is 

Write first aid on broken pieces. 

Carbon monoxide 



Solution: 

 

1:   T, T, F, T 

2:  Fireman technique, Four hands techniques, Chair techniques, Two hands gold moving 
techniques 

3:  faint 
4:  We shouldn’t move injured people, we should fix broken pieces with the two stable 

things. We should supply our safety 
5:  Sick person shouldn’t lie on his / her wrench foot, ice application should be done on a 

cloth and 20 minutes. . Wrench part should be higher than heart, ice application should 
be done in 2-6 hours for 3 days. 

6:  B 


